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Structure with the lowest energy observed in the 10He spectrum populated in the proton knockout
reaction with 11Li beam has a peak at 1.2− 1.5 MeV. This peak is usually interpreted as a resonant
0+ ground state of 10He. Our theoretical calculations indicate that this peak is likely to be a pileup
of 1−, 0+, and 2+ excitations with very similar shapes. Moreover, the “soft” 1− excitation appears
to be the lowest one in energy. Such an anomalous continuum response is traced to the halo structure
of 11Li providing extreme low energy shift to all the expected continuum excitations. Competitions
of the initial state structure (ISS) and the final state interaction (FSI) effects on the spectrum and
three-body correlations in 10He are discussed. Analogous effect of the extreme low-energy shift could
also be expected in other cases of 2n emitters populated in reactions with halo nuclei. Simplified
example of the 10He spectrum in α knockout from 14Be, is given. We also discuss limits on the
properties of 9He stemming from the observed 10He spectrum.
PACS numbers: 24.50.+g, 24.70.+s, 25.45.Hi, 27.20.+n
I. INTRODUCTION
The dripline systems often represent complicated and
unusual forms of nuclear structure. These include nu-
cleon halos, soft continuum excitation modes, abnormal
cross sections for certain reactions. The 10He nucleus has
one of the largest known N/Z ratio representing the ex-
treme situation of the nuclear matter asymmetry. This
system is very complicated for studies and due to neutron
excess there are only few realistic methods to populate
states in this interesting nuclear system.
Since the experimental discovery of 10He in 1994
[1] there were only several experimental studies [2–7].
Among the available experimental data on 10He we would
like to skip the discussion of two results [2, 3] which
are complicated for interpretation. Then we end with
two “lines” of research which we can consider as well
established results. (i) Low-lying peak in the 10He spec-
trum was observed in knockout reactions from halo nu-
clei: from 11Li in Ref. [1] providing ET = 1.2(3) MeV,
from 11Li in Ref. [5] providing ET = 1.4 − 1.5 MeV,
Γ ∼ 1.9 MeV, and from 14Be (α or 2p removal [7]) giv-
ing ET = 1.60(25) MeV, Γ = 1.8(4) MeV. It should be
noted that the low-lying spectra in all these experiments
are practically identical, although the details of data in-
terpretation are different. We demonstrate in this work
that it could be more than just a coincidence. (ii) 10He
spectrum was populated by the 3H(8He,p) two-neutron
transfer reaction in two consequent works [4, 6]. In Ref.
[6] the cross section peak with ET = 2.1(2) MeV and
Γ ∼ 2 MeV was observed. Also an evidence was obtained
in this work for anomalous {0+, 1−, 2+} level ordering in
10He. The earlier experiment [4] has a very limited statis-
tics to give a quantitative result, but the conclusion, that
there is no indication of a resonant 10He state at about
1.0− 1.5 MeV, is valid in both works. Thus for the first
glance there is a contradiction between two types of the
data.
Theoretical results on 10He are also sparse. The 10He
ground state structure and decay were studied in pa-
pers [8–10] providing results in generally consistent, but
with a lot of differences in details. In Ref. [10] broad
exploratory studies of the 10He g.s. population were per-
formed in the framework of the cluster 8He+n+n model.
The situation with interactions in the 8He+n channel
was quite uncertain at that moment due to controversial
experimental data. This led to uncertain calculation re-
sults and essential freedom in interpretations. From the-
oretical point of view the calculations of 10He spectrum
is a reflection of the 9He low-lying spectrum properties.
Since that time we have got a confidence that in reality
the spectrum of 10He could be used to impose limitations
on the spectrum of 9He. This can be made, however, only
if the understanding of the reaction mechanisms leading
to population of 10He is achieved.
Already in the paper [10] it was mentioned about the
possible importance initial state effects for population of
the 10He in reactions with 11Li. In paper [6] we extended
qualitative calculations of Ref. [10] to the 10He excita-
tions with different Jpi populated in transfer reactions
providing explanation for experimental data [6]. Exten-
sion of our calculations for population of 10He excita-
tions with different Jpi in the knockout reactions required
considerably more effort and provided quite unusual re-
sults which we report here. These results well explain the
above mentioned contradiction in the two types of data.
They demonstrate potential danger of simple-minded at-
titude to interpretation of reaction data with exotic nu-
clei and promote the importance of a careful theoretical
assessment.
2II. SUDDEN REMOVAL OF PROTON AND
THREE-BODY MODEL
In this work we report a large qualitative effect and
we presume that even relatively simple reaction model
— sudden removal of a proton — is sufficient at this
stage. The model for sudden removal of a proton from
11Li populating three-body 10He continuum can be refor-
mulated as a solution of the inhomogeneous three-body
Schro¨dinger equation
(Hˆ3 − ET )Ψ
JM(+)
ET
(X,Y ) = ΦJMq (X,Y ). (1)
In this work we rely on the three-cluster 8He+n+n
model of 10He and on the set of 8He-n potentials devel-
oped in Ref. [10]. These potentials give a purely repulsive
s-wave with as ≈ 3 fm and the p1/2 ground state of
9He
at 2 MeV and the d5/2 state at about 5 MeV (the prop-
erties of the 9He resonant states are those found in Ref.
[11]). The justification for this choice is provided in Sec-
tion VII.
In our theoretical approach the cross section for pop-
ulation of the three-body continuum is proportional to
flux defined via WF with outgoing wave asymptotic:
dσ
dET
∼ j(ET ) =
1
M
Im
∫
dΩ5Ψ
(+)†
ET
ρ5/2
d
dρ
ρ5/2Ψ
(+)
ET
∣∣∣∣
ρmax
.
The three-body 10He WF Ψ
(+)
ET
found in the hyperspher-
ical harmonic method, depends either of hyperspherical
variables {ρ,Ω5}, see Ref. [10] for details, or on the equiv-
alent set of the Jacobi vectors {X,Y}, see Fig. 1.
To define the source function ΦJMq (X,Y ) we use the
cluster 11Li WF in the form
ΨJiMi11Li (X,Y
′, r′p) = [Ψ
(3b)
11Li(X,Y
′)⊗Ψ9Li(r
′
p)]JiMi , (2)
combining the three-body cluster WF of 11Li Ψ
(3b)
11Li with
the single particle WF of the proton motion within the
9Li cluster Ψ9Li. The three-body WF is taken from paper
[12] where it is constructed in the analytical Ansatz by
fitting various observables to the available experimental
data. We used the simplest form of the WF from [12]
(without coupling to the spin on the core).
The p-wave 8He+p WF Ψ9Li(r
′
p) is constructed in the
potential model. We use the Woods-Saxon potential with
the depth −56 MeV radius 3.03 fm and diffuseness 0.75
fm. It provides experimental binding energy for proton
9Li (Eb = 13.933 MeV) and root mean square (rms) ra-
dius 〈r′p〉 = 2.89 fm, which allows to reproduce the rms
matter radius of 9Li with experimental rms matter ra-
dius of the 8He cluster. The momentum space represen-
tation namely the squared formfactor of p+8He WF is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Illustration of the reaction mechanism and relevant
variables is provided by Fig. 1. In the initial coordi-
nate system the sudden removal of proton from 9Li core
lead to momentum transfer to the 8He cluster of the 9Li
10He
pn
9Li
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p
n
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FIG. 1. The coordinate schemes used for proton removal
(cluster removal in the general case) calculations.
core. To define the effect of such a momentum transfer
on the whole final WF of 10He we perform the coordi-
nate transformation {Y′, r′p} → {Y, rp} of WF (2). This
is accomplished by decomposition of ΨJiMi11Li over hyper-
spherical harmonics for fixed X and lx values of the two
neutron subsystem and use of the Raynal-Revai transfor-
mation [13]. This transformation leads to WF in which
proton coordinate is connected with the whole system
(10He) center-of-mass. In new coordinates {Y, rp} the
source term for 10He production is provided by acting on
the proton by the annihilation operator. In coordinate
space this operation gives
Φq(X,Y) =
∫
d3rpe
iqrpΨ11Li(X,Y, rp). (3)
The source functions for different Jpi in 10He are obtained
by angular momentum decomposition
ΦJMq,γ,lp(X,Y ) =
∫
dΩxdΩydΩq Φq(X,Y)
×[[[Ylx(Xˆ)⊗ Yly (Yˆ )]L ⊗ χS ]J ⊗ Ylp(qˆ)]JM . (4)
The multi-index γ = {LSlxly} defines the complete set of
angular quantum numbers for the core+N+N three-body
problem.
For exploratory model calculations we also use the
sources defined by the simple analytical expression:
ΦJMq,γ (X,Y ) =
∑
K,γ
NK,γ
f(ρ)
ρ5/2
J JMKγ (Ωρ),
f(ρ) =
√
7/5(21ρ5/2/ρ30) exp[−
√
21/2 (ρ/ρ0)]. (5)
The function f(ρ) is defined in such a way that it is
normalized and its rms radius is defined by 〈ρ〉 = ρ0.
III. PROPERTIES OF THE SOURCES
To understand the continuum calculations of this work
we need to illustrate the properties of the obtained source
functions in details.
In our treatment of the reaction with 11Li we assume
the removal of the p3/2 proton from the
9Li core leading
to the 8He g.s. population. The integrated 10He formfac-
tors, as function of the momentum transfer q
|ΦJMq,γ,lp |
2 =
∫
dΩq d
3X d3Y |Φq(X,Y)|
2, (6)
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FIG. 2. Squared formfactors for population of different states
in 10He. Realistic 9Li WF. The proton formfactor for 9Li WF
is shown for comparison by thick gray curve. It is scaled to
match the normalization of the 0+ formfactor.
are shown in Fig. 2. The formfactors are normalized as
∑
γlp
∫
dq |ΦJMq,γ,lp |
2 =
pi
2
, (7)
for 11Li WF normalized to unity. The Fig. 2 provides the
first idea about population of 10He states with different
Jpi in our model: it is clear that beside 0+ population we
can expect a sizable population of the 10He continuum
with 1− and 2+ states. The momentum distribution of
the 0+ formfactor is very similar to initial formfactor of
the 8He-n motion, but for higher Jpi there is a significant
shift to higher momenta.
The correlation densities for the most important 10He
source functions are illustrated in Fig. 3. For the 0+ state
the correlation density is very similar to the one for the
initial 11Li WF (Fig. 3a) when we look on the bulk of the
WF. In asymptotic regions significant differences can be
seen.
The radial properties of source functions are illustrated
in Fig. 4. One aspect of these properties is well expected:
the size of the generated source is decreasing with the in-
crease of the momentum transfer. In the limit of small
momentum transfer the rms radius of the 0+ source tend
to that of initial 11Li WF. This mean that in the first
approximation the population of the 10He g.s. can be
considered as if it is happening directly from radial con-
figurations of the 11Li WF. It should be noted that with
the increase of J the radial extent of the sources signif-
icantly grows, which lead to important consequences for
the obtained excitation spectra of 10He, see Fig. 5 and
discussion in the Section 5.
In the proposed reaction model the 10He recoil, the en-
ergy transfer into the 10He system, and the ∆Jpi transfer
to 10He are taken to account. ∆Jpi should be mainly
sensitive to two aspects of the structure: (i) the mass
difference between the removed particle (proton) and the
core of the final system (8He), (ii) the relative size of the
orbital motion of the removed particle and halo particles.
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FIG. 3. Correlation densities for 11Li g.s. WF (a) and for dif-
ferent source functions for 10He (b,c,d). The q values chosen
for different Jpi correspond to peaks of the formfactors, see
Fig. 2. The scale is four contours per order of the magnitude.
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FIG. 4. Root mean square hyperradii for the source functions
of different states in 10He. The rms ρ value for the 11Li WF
is shown by gray dotted line.
Point (i) can be used for consistency checks: in the
limit M(8He) → ∞ only the Jpi = 0+ source survives,
while the others tend to zero. The actual scale of this
trend is a such that for M(8He) & 30MN the configura-
tion with Jpi = 0+ is populated with 99% probability.
Point (ii) is illustrated in Fig. 5. These figures show
excitation spectra of 10He obtained by the Fourier trans-
formation of sources obtained with 8He-p relative motion
WFs obtaining by variation of radial extent. Fig. 5(b)
corresponds to realistic WF, while the (a) and (c) cases
should demonstrate a possible variation scale. Such exci-
tation spectra correspond to the physical situation of no
FSI in the outgoing 10He channel. This can be considered
as an extreme test case of initial state structure effects on
the observable 10He properties. Following main features
4of the distributions in Fig. 5 should be emphasized:
1. Even very large variation of the 11Li radius leads
to moderate variation in the ratio of different Jpi
population.
2. Population of higher Jpi grows with asymmetry be-
tween the WF size of removed particle and in the
WF size of the halo configuration of the 11Li.
3. Population of higher Jpi is never small. It can be
expected up to 50% for the low-energy excitations
of 10He. However, there also could hardly be ex-
pected less than 20% of 1− population.
4. Even without any final state interaction in the 10He
channel we can expect very low-energy response
in the 10He spectrum. It is actually peaked at
lower energy than observed experimental peak in
the spectrum of 10He, see Fig. 7(c).
5. Excitations with higher Jpi without FSI have pro-
files very similar to those of the 0+ contribution
with peaks mainly below Et ∼ 2 MeV of excitation
in 10He.
Having in mind this anomalous behavior of the sources,
let’s turn to 10He dynamical three-body continuum cal-
culations.
IV. SPECTRA OF
10
HE STATES
The spectrum of 10He (0+) is calculated with the
source function Eq. (4), is shown in Fig. 6 as a func-
tion of the transferred momentum q. At very low trans-
ferred momentum, e.g. q < 50 MeV/c, the sanctum is
very stable. With the increase q the spectrum shifts to
considerably higher energy ET : by ∼ 250 keV for peak
values and by ∼ 1 MeV for q approximately 300 MeV/c.
This effect should be taken into account thinking about
more realistic reaction calculations. It is known that in
the Glauber model the reaction is more peripheral and
the momentum transfer is shifted towards the lower val-
ues. Thus some reduction in the ET peak position can
be expected compared to this calculation.
TABLE I. Source function properties for calculations of Fig. 5
obtained by variation of the radial size of WF in the 8He-p
channel. This variation was achieved by varying potential
depth and thus the proton binding energy Eb. Probabilities
for different Jpi population are in percent.
case 〈r′p〉 (fm) Eb (MeV) W (0
+) W (1−) W (2+)
“Narrow” 2.0 -30. 66.3 27.6 6.2
Realistic 2.86 -13.93 79.2 18.5 2.3
“Broad” 3.5 -0.5 84.6 14.2 1.1
For conventional situation of nuclear reactions we ex-
pect the source size to be of the typical nuclear size
[〈ρ〉 = 3 − 5 fm]. The calculation with the source Eq.
(5) with such radii shown in Fig. 7 (a).
The situation changes drastically when we turn to the
11Li source [see Fig. 7 (b)]. All three major configurations
predicted to be populated {0+, 1−, 2+} are shifted now
to extreme low energy ET ∼ 1.3− 1.6 MeV. The overall
picture is in a close analogy with what can be seen in
Fig. 5 for calculations without any FSI. It is evident that
the “momentum content” of the sources associated with
nucleon removal from 11Li is such low that the observed
excitation spectrum is not significantly sensitive to the
FSI any more and reflects predominantly the initial state
structure. What especially attracts the attention here
is that the states with different Jpi (the 0+, 1−, and 2+
configurations) are peaked at practically the same energy,
which strongly contradicts typical expectations that they
are separated by some MeVs.
Fig. 7 (c) provides a qualitative comparison of spectra
provided by different models with two available data sets
for proton removal from 11Li [1, 5]. The Fourier transfor-
mation of the 11Li WF provides the excitation spectrum
for 10He peaked at too low energy which immediately can
be ruled out. The accounting for the reaction mechanism
in our model but without FSI leads to the results much
closer to experiment. The inclusion of FSIs bring us to a
better agreement with the experiment. We should pay an
attention here that the calculated effect of FSI is oppo-
site to common expectation: the cumulative effect of the
10He FSI is the shift of the spectrum to a higher energy
and thus can been seen as an effective repulsion.
The reaction mechanism model considered in this work
(sudden proton removal) can be considered as quite sim-
plistic. However, we know that such an approach pro-
vides qualitatively correct results for majority of high-
energy fragmentation reactions with exotic nuclei. More-
over, if a more realistic model (e.g., Glauber) is consid-
ered then the reaction becomes more peripheral. Our
estimates indicate that in such a case the relative popu-
lation of the 1− state is enhanced. Thus our results could
be considered as a conservative estimate of the proposed
phenomenon of the anomalous 10He spectrum popula-
tion.
V. FSI VS. ISS RESPONSE IN
10
HE
After we realized the importance of the initial state
contribution to the observable spectrum of 10He popu-
lated from 11Li it is natural to inquire: “Where is the
borderline between a domination of final state interaction
and an initial state contribution to the observables?” To
answer this question we have performed systematic model
calculations with sources of different radii. The results
of these calculations are summarized in Fig. 8 providing
the peak positions as a function of the source rms radius.
Let us have a look on the 10He ground state behavior.
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FIG. 6. Contour plot of the population cross section for 10He
0+ g.s. as function of the decay energy ET and the transferred
momentum q. The dotted curve is provided to guide the eye
for position of the cross section peak as function of q.
For very small source radii the ground state is not well
populated (the first peak in the cross section is found at
high energy). However for 〈ρ〉 ∼ 3 − 5 fm the first peak
position is relatively stable at about 2.5− 2.0 MeV. This
energy well corresponds to the 0+ resonance position de-
fined in [10] via eigenphases for 3 → 3 scattering. With
the source radius increase the 0+ peak position continue
to slide down. At about 〈ρ〉 ∼ 9 fm (for 11Li 〈ρ〉 ∼ 8.36
fm) the FSI curve crosses with no FSI curve This prob-
ably should be interpreted in such a way that for such
radial characteristics the low-energy response imposed by
ISS can not be any more distinguished from the FSI effect
in principle.
VI. “PILEUP” OF DIFFERENT STATES IN
10
HE
The Fig. 8 allows to understand qualitatively the pic-
ture of the “pileup” of states with different Jpi, which is
shown in Figs. 5 (b) and 7 (b) with and without FSI.
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FIG. 7. The predicted spectra of states with different Jpi .
Panel (a) shows estimate results for “conventional” situation.
Calculations for proton removal from 11Li are given in panel
(b). The total spectrum is qualitatively compared with ex-
perimental data [1, 5] in panel (c). Vertical dotted line at 2
MeV is shown to guide the eye.
The systematics for different states are very different in
Figure 8. For the sources with very large radii both the
FSI and no FSI curves crossed the line with ET = 1.5
MeV decay energy at about 9, 11, and 14 fm for 0+, 1−,
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FIG. 8. Peak positions in the spectrum of 10He for different
Jpi as function of the source root mean square hyperradius
〈ρ〉. Cases of FSI is shown by black lines and without FSI is
shown by gray lines. Arrows mark 〈ρ〉 typical for sources with
different Jpi. Horizontal dotted line at 1.5 MeV is shown to
guide the eye.
and 2+ states respectively (indicated by arrows). How-
ever, if we turn to Fig. 4 we find that the realistic sources
for 10He continuum population have very similar typical
〈ρ〉 values corresponding to the expected q values. They
are about 7.8 fm at 140 MeV/c, 10.5 fm at 175 MeV/c,
and 13.5 fm at 210 MeV/c for 0+, 1−, and 2+ states
respectively.
Thus the “pileup” of states with different Jpi [Figs. 5b
and 7b ] obtained in our model at energy about 1.5 MeV
can be obtained in a very simplistic model for the source
of pure “geometrical” effect. The fact that the peaks of
the responses with different Jpi are found at about the
same energy is connected to the systematic increase of
the deduced source radii with the increase of J . This
is in turn the effect of the removed recoil particle pro-
viding larger radial characteristics to terms of the source
function with higher angular momentum.
VII. LIMITS ON THE
9
HE G.S.
Strong sensitivity of the observable 10He spectrum to
interactions in the 8He-n channel was demonstrated in
paper [10]. Exploratory studies of Ref. [10] were moti-
vated by a variation in 9He properties obtained in differ-
ent experimental studies. Essential questions here were
connected with intensity of the s-wave interaction, which
was assumed to be a “strong” virtual state in some works
(e.g. Ref. [14]), and properties of the lowest resonant
state (presumably p1/2), which in some works is assumed
to have a very small, evidently not single-particle width
(e.g. Ref. [15]). Since that time the new experimental re-
sults on 9He spectrum continue to be controversial. On
the one hand, it was found that there is no “strong” vir-
tual state in 9He [5, 16] providing the scattering lengths
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FIG. 9. Calculation with only s-wave interaction included in
the 8He-n channel. The interaction is characterized by the
scattering length as as indicated in the legend.
as as ≈ −3 fm and as ≥ −3 fm correspondingly. On
the other hand a low-lying structure, corresponding to
as ≈ −12± 3 fm was observed [17].
It should be understood that conclusions of all the
experimental papers were based on the interpretations
which were at the limit of the statistical reliability or/and
the resolution of the corresponding data sets. Because
we think that the reliability of the 10He spectra obtained
in the proton knockout from 11Li is confirmed and our
understanding of the reaction mechanism is generally re-
liable, we decided to reverse the problem and to check
what are the limitations imposed by the 10He spectrum
on 9He spectrum via the theoretical model calculations.
For example, to impose limits on the s-wave interac-
tions in 8He-n channel we make calculations with only
s-wave interactions included in the three-body Hamilto-
nian, see Fig. 9.
The limiting value of the scattering length we define,
at the moment, when the ground state peak goes below
about 1 MeV, which make it clearly inconsistent with the
data.
If we make such a procedure systematically (request-
ing the peak position to be not lower then 1 MeV) also
for the p-wave interactions, then the constrains on the
plane of s-wave vs. p-wave interaction parameters can be
derived, see Fig. 10. We can see that practically none
of the available experimental data are consistent with
these constrains. The constrains given in Fig. 10 are, of
course, relevant by the nature of our model only to the
single-particle states. However, it is evident that anyhow
fully conclusive experimental studies of 9He with con-
vincing statistics, sufficient energy resolution, and clear
spin parity identification of the states are required.
VIII. THREE-BODY CORRELATIONS
The importance of the initial state and recoil effects
was clear to the authors of Ref. [18], where 10He was pop-
ulated in the proton knockout from 11Li. They even pro-
vide some qualitative estimates of the expected effects.
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FIG. 10. Limits on the s-wave 1/2+ and p-wave 1/2− in-
teractions in 9He (8He+n channel). as is the s-wave scat-
tering length and Er is the 1/2
− resonance energy. Hatched
area shows the region admissible according to our calcula-
tions. Gray rectangles show experimentally obtained limits
for 8He+n interactions. Experiment [14] gives only the limit
for scattering length. So it is displayed as the arrow.
They suggested a possible “workaround” for this prob-
lem. It was shown in [18] that the three-body correlation
patterns observed for the low-energy peak in 10He spec-
trum are different from the correlations inherent from the
momentum correlations of 11Li WF. This fact was inter-
preted in such a way, that this peak is not a remnant
of initial 11Li state, but a true dynamical formation and
thus a 10He ground state.
Let us have a look what we get here with much more
precise treatment of reaction mechanism and correct ac-
counting for the 10He FSIs. Energy distributions between
nucleons are typically most sensitive to decay dynamics.
Fig. 11 (a) show this distribution for the peak energy
of the 0+ spectrum. The distributions calculated with
and without FSI demonstrate totally different pictures.
The “no FSI” distribution is quite close to the momen-
tum distribution in 11Li (also shown in [18]). However,
the full calculation shows a kind of “opposite” correla-
tion, evidently dominated by attractive neutron-neutron
contribution. Fig. 11 (d) shows also the correlations in
the core-neutron channel. The difference between no FSI
and FSI cases is not so spectacular here, but still quite
sizable.
Because the energy spectra calculated with and without
FSI are very close to each other we arrive to important
conclusion about decay dynamics for this case. In con-
ditions of the powerful ISS effect connected with 11Li,
the 10He FSI is not sufficiently strong to modify total
excitation spectrum. However, it is sufficiently strong to
rearrange the correlation patterns. Thus the spectrum
shape is based mainly on ISS, while the three-body cor-
relations are FSI dominated.
The energy range around 4 MeV was assigned to 2+
state in Ref. [18]. Important reason for that was the
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FIG. 11. Different energy correlations for 10He populated in
proton knockout from 11Li. Calculations with and without
FSI are shown by black and gray curves. (a) 0+ state, Jacobi
“T” system, the energy corresponds to the peak value of each
distribution. (b) 0+ state, Jacobi “T” system, ET = 4 MeV.
(c) 1− state, Jacobi “T” system, energy as in panel (a). (d)
0+ state, Jacobi “Y” system, energy as in panels (a) and (c).
observed change in the correlation pattern compared to
those in the 1 − 3 MeV energy range. In our calcula-
tions we found the 2+ contribution small and focused at
small energies. In Fig. 11 (b) we demonstrate the dis-
tributions connected with the same 0+ excitation but at
ET = 4 MeV. Again, as in Fig. 11 (a) there is a strong
difference between no FSI and FSI result. There is also
a strong difference with the FSI distributions of Fig. 11
(a) and (b) calculated for the same Jpi. The variation
of the energy distributions Fig. 11 (a,b) with energy is
therefore not a good indicator for the change in the Jpi.
There are an examples, where the problem of the using
the three-body correlations to spin-parity identification
was successfully solved. In Refs. [6, 19] this was done for
5H and 10He systems. However, this requires treatment
of more complicated (5-dimensional in general case) cor-
relations connected with orientation of the three-body
system as a whole.
The calculated full distribution in Fig. 11 (a) is in a
reasonable agreement with the spectrum from [18]. Un-
fortunately the direct quantitative comparison is not pos-
sible here because of complicated corrections connected
with experimental setup. Note, that in conditions of “Jpi
pileup” discovered in this work the interference with the
sizable 1− contribution may become important. It has
been shown in [20] how the three-body correlation pat-
terns become sensitive to the interference conditions and
experimental bias. The correlations for the 1− state by
itself are given in Fig. 11 (c). The demonstrated energy
correlations in n-n channel is similar to the energy cor-
relations for the 0+ state. They demonstrate the similar
8type of the no FSI vs. FSI behavior as the 0+ state.
The calculations of this Section demonstrates that con-
clusions about 10He spectrum obtained in Ref. [18] on
the basis of correlations using only speculative argumen-
tation not supported by theoretical studies are not valid.
IX. ORIGIN OF THE 1− EXCITATION
The evidence for the low-lying 1− state in 10He was ob-
tained in paper [6] in the 8He(t, p) reaction. It is based
on the observation of asymmetry of the angular distri-
butions of 8He fragment in the 10He c.m. frame for 10He
excitation energies ET = 4−6 MeV. It was demonstrated
in [6] that such a 1− state position is consistent with the
trend along N = 8 isotone defined by the shell structure
breakdown in 12Be. The results of Ref. [6] concerning
1− state were questioned in the paper [21] basing on ar-
gumentation mainly connected the data treatment and
analysis procedures of Ref. [6].
We can comment on the controversy between ideas of
[6] and [21] about excited states of 10He. All the struc-
tures predicted here for the spectrum of 10He are quite
broad. So, we immediately can expect strong sensitiv-
ity to population mechanism. From Fig. 8 we can learn
that for 1− and 2+ states the sensitivity just to one as-
pect of reaction mechanism (modeled by the radial size
of the source function) is so strong that it totally over-
shadows the predicted effect of the FSI. Such structures
can not be interpreted as resonant states (which ma-
jor properties are independent on the population mecha-
nism) and should be attributed to so-called “soft” exci-
tations (which appearance is impossible without specific
population mechanism).
To gain a deeper understanding of the situation we
provide in Fig. 12 selected cases of the spectra used in
Figure 8. The partial wave decomposition shows that the
1− spectra are always dominated by two components of
hyperspherical decomposition: K = 1 and K = 3. It can
be shown that in the shell-model-like picture K = 1 com-
ponent can be identified with [sp] configuration, while
K = 3 is closely related to [dp]. The low-energy part
of spectrum is always connected with [sp] configuration.
In such a configuration one particle is in resonance (p-
wave) and one in non-resonant (s-wave), so this is real
“soft” excitation totally depending on initial configura-
tion. In contrast, for the [dp] configuration resonant be-
havior could be expected in principle (based on the p-
and d-wave states of 9He), but do not really show up in
calculations. The profiles for population of the [sp] and
[dp] configurations are very different for different calcula-
tions. While for experimental conditions of Ref. [5] prac-
tically only [sp] configuration is expected to contribute
the spectrum, for conditions of Ref. [6] the large mixing
of configurations is predicted.
Our message here is that not only it is very probable to
expect strong population of 1− continuum at ET = 4− 6
MeV in experiment [6], it is also likely that the data [5]
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of the Authors of Ref. [21] itself contains important 1−
contributions. We should remind here again that our
conclusions are valid only for the 10He states “built” on
the single-particle structures of 9He subsystem.
X.
10
HE PRODUCTION IN REACTIONS WITH
14
BE
A novel way to populate 10He was used in the re-
cent work [7]. The 8He+n+n invariant mass was recon-
structed for 14Be beam reaction on the light target. The
10He spectrum well coincide (within errorbars) with the
spectra [1, 5]. However, somewhat different properties of
10He g.s. are inferred with ET = 1.6(0.25), Γ = 1.8(4)
MeV. This experiment, presented by the Authors as the
“two-proton removal” has two most probable interpre-
tations. One interpretation is the two-proton knockout
populating continuum of 12He system. Broad continuum
states of the unknown 12He are then decaying “sequen-
tially” populating the 10He ground state. Alternative
opportunity, which we also find very probable, is the α
knockout.
Let’s discuss the second opportunity. The α knock-
out from 14Be can be treated in the same model as we
applied for the knockout from 11Li. We then 12Be is con-
sidered as a core for 14Be. This is not an extremely well
defined core, however we can find the 14Be three-body
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FIG. 13. “No FSI” estimate for the 10He spectrum popu-
lated in α knockout from 14Be. The q = 100 MeV/c value is
selected.
12Be+n+n WF in the literature [22]. The 12Be core we
consider as a 8He+α system in a potential model pro-
viding a reasonable size and correct separation energy
for alpha particle. The estimates without FSI shown in
Fig. 13, demonstrate a qualitative agreement with the
data and indicate that the large ISS effect analogous to
that in 11Li case can be taking place in the case of the
halo structure of 14Be. It seems that the more sophisti-
cated calculations are not necessary at the moment until
the experimental situation becomes more definite.
XI. CONCLUSIONS
We would like to emphasize the following main results
of this work
(i) The calculations of this work indicate that a “ground
state” peak observed in the spectrum of 10He populated
in reactions with 11Li is likely to be a superposition of 1−,
0+, and 2+ states. The calculated effect could be seen
as one of the most powerful indications of the abnormal
halo size of 11Li nucleus.
(ii) “Pileup” of 1−, 0+, and 2+ states obtained in the cal-
culations of this work is a consequence of the systematic
increase of the radial sizes of sources with J . This is, in
a row, consequence of the core recoil effect in the case of
expressed halo structure.
(iii) The energy transfer to 10He is small in all considered
model assumption if 11Li WF as initial state is involved.
In contrast, the angular momentum transfer to 10He con-
siderably depends on the properties of 11Li WF.
(iv) The actual lowest excitation in the 10He spectrum
is predicted to be “soft” 1− peak, created by an extreme
spatial extent of the initial state configuration (11Li halo
nucleus). This is an extremely exotic situation having no
match so far in the other systems and reactions.
(v) The strong initial state effect could be a generic prob-
lem for reactions populating broad states of 2n emitting
systems beyond the driplines. We can mention here re-
cently measured 13Li populated in the proton knockout
off 14Be [5] and 16Be populated in the proton knockout
off 17B [23].
(vi) Our calculation result reconcile the experimental re-
sults obtained in the knockout reactions on halo systems
[1, 5, 7] with the data from the (t,p) transfer reaction
[4, 6]. In our interpretation there is no problem with any
of these data by itself, but the interpretations should be
very different. This new interpretation prescribe “new”
ground state position for 10He ∼ 2.1 MeV [6] compared
to value ∼ 1.3 MeV accepted since discovery of 10He [1].
(vii) The data on 10He spectrum can be used to impose
constrains on the spectrum of 9He. These constrains are
valid under the assumption of a single-particle nature of
the low-lying states of 9He. Within this assumption we
see that practically all the data on the 9He 1/2+ and 1/2−
states are incompatible with the 10He data discussed in
this work.
(viii) Three-body correlation studies further clarifies the
role of the final state interaction in the situations dis-
cussed here. We have found in this work that the 10He
FSI is insufficiently strong to modify the excitation spec-
trum, governed thus by the initial state structure. How-
ever, it is strong enough to completely rebuild the corre-
lations patterns of the fragments.
Situation with the studies of the 10He g.s. which we
address in this work underline the importance of the the-
oretical studies in interpretation of complex and unusual
phenomena in the exotic dripline systems. Our results
also call for deeper and finally more conclusive experi-
mental studies of 10He system. Such studies should make
10He benchmark system and basis for understanding of
the two-neutron emitters beyond the dripline.
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